Protective squaring and strapping for specialty glued cartons.

Equipped with . . .

SIGVIEW
The icon driven HMI control panel

Versatile
For strapping straightline, crash lock, trays and 6 point cartons.

Operator-friendly, intuitive controls
Format change in less than 1 minute.

Maximum uptime
Automatic strap loading and refeed technology for ultimate performance and continuous strapping. Patented easy access strap guides for fast troubleshooting and no tools required.

Reduce downtime
Less strap coil change overs. The only machine in the corrugated industry that accepts 40k XL coils.

Lowest total cost of ownership
Robust machine design and low maintenance simplicity. All metal strap chute with no wear parts.

High speed bundling
Up to 30 bundles per minute.

Profitable
Reduce personnel needs. Up to 30% faster than side seal applications.
Standard Features
- Robust design and construction
- Soft-touch bundle belt conveyors on machine infeed and exit
- Pneumatic front side-squaring bundle plate
- Machine status light tower
- Electric dual bundle compression
- Automatic strap loading, strap re-feed and end-of-strap auto ejection
- Bundle width, length and height adjustment controlled by hand wheels
- Intuitive operator HMI integrated PLC control panel
- Storage memory for up to 2000 bundle configurations
- Large caster wheels for easy mobility
- Machine height adjustable from 34" to 37.5"
- Bundle side-squaring belts for five (5) sided squaring
- Dual top wide belts for five (5) sided squaring

Machine Options
- Bundle rear alignment pusher
- Second bundle stop front squaring plate
- Fully automatic format adjustment
- Stainless steel infeed packing table
- Stainless steel infeed stacking guide plate
- Spare quick change strap dispenser
- Spare parts kit

Specifications
- Cycle rate per minute (max) | Up to 30 bundles
- Conveyor speed | Variable from .65 to 3.2 ft/sec
- Strap tension | Variable up to 70 lbs.
- Strap material | Polypropylene 5mm embossed
- Strap seal method | Heat seal
- Electrical requirement | 460 Volt, 16 AMP, 60 Hz
- Pneumatic requirement | 90 psi
- Pneumatic consumption | 244 cubic inch per cycle (free air)
- Environmental condition | 40° to 110° (Fahrenheit)
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